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RIGHTS OF WAY COMMITTEE 

 

 

 

 

To:  Chair, Ladies and Gentlemen 

Troedyrhiw 115 
 

 
PURPOSE OF THE REPORT: 

 

To determine a public right of way from Duffryn Pentrebach to Parish Road and beyond.  
 
 

 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
 
1.1 A claim to record a public right of way from Duffryn Pentrebach to the Parish Road 
 and beyond was submitted to Merthyr Tydfil County Borough Council on 12th June 
 1991. 
 
1.2  A letter of acknowledgement to this claim recognised that the route is one of three 

 routes which were submitted together and which link one with another on the ridge, 
 Cefn  Merthyr.  
 

1.3  The County Borough is required by law to investigate the evidence and make a 
 decision based on The County Borough is required by law to investigate the 
 evidence and make  a decision based on that evidence as to whether a public right of 
 way exists,  and if so its status. Section 53(3)(b) and (c) Wildlife and Countryside 
 Act 1981 sets out the tests that need to be met when reaching a decision; also 
 current case law needs to be applied. 

 

1.4  An order will only be made if the evidence shows that: (a) a right of way “subsists” or 
 is “reasonably alleged to subsist” or (b) “the expiration 4 of any period such that the 
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 enjoyment by the public 4 raises a presumption that the way has been dedicated as 
 a public path”. 

 
1.5  When considering evidence, if it is shown that a highway once existed then highway 

 rights continue to exist (“once a highway, always a highway”) even if the route has 
 since become disused or obstructed unless a legal order. 

 

1.6  The legal background is to be found at Agenda Item 3.stopping up or diverting the 
 rights has been made. 

 

 
1.7  Description of the Claimed  

 
 As depicted on the plan, Troedyrhiw 115, the route commences at a gate and 
 adjacent kissing gate at the eastern end of a maintainable highway, at Point A, grid 
 reference SO06760353. It proceeds in a general south-south-easterly direction 
 initially along a tarmacadam surface and then along an earth track to Point B, grid 
 reference SO06810348. Here it turns to a general north-easterly direction and 
 continues along the side of the Linde Factory to Point C where it changes to a 
 general south-easterly direction and continues skirting the Linde Factory to Point D, 
 grid reference SO06910345. From here it continues in a general south –easterly 
 direction to Point E, grid reference SO07050329. It then continues in a general 
 south-easterly direction along a tarmacadam surface, the Trevithick Trail, to Point F, 
 grid reference SO07060325. At this point the surface reverts to an earth track and 
 the route continues steeply uphill to Point G. At Point G the path flattens out and 
 continues to Point H, the ruins of Gilfach-yr-Encil farmstead lying immediately to the 
 west. From here the path continues steeply uphill in a general south-easterly 
 direction and flattens off on the Cefn Merthyr ridge before continuing to Point I, grid 
 reference SO08010253. At this point the path forks with one section continuing in a 
 generally easterly direction to Point J, grid reference SO08010253 where it 
 terminates at its junction with another claim (Merthyr Vale 11 – to be presented to 
 Committee in the future) and the other section continuing in a general southerly 
 direction and then a general south-easterly direction to Point K, grid reference 
 SO08260148 where it terminates at its common junction with claim (Merthyr Vale 11 
 mentioned above) and with Public Right of Way bridleway Troedyrhiw 22.      

 
 Between Points B – C – D the track is 3 metres wide and varies between 1 – 1·5 
 metres for the remainder of its length. 

 
 Councillors are requested to note that the section between Points B – C – D is a 
 legal public right of way, bridleway Troedyrhiw 202. 

 
 The routes before Councillors for determination today are between Points A – B 
 (Troedyrhiw 115), Points D – E (Troedyrhiw 203), Points F - G- H – I - J (Troedyrhiw 
 205) and Points I – K (Troedyrhiw 204). 

 
 The section between Points E - F will be dealt with at a subsequent committee when 
 this section of the Trevithick Trail is presented to committee. 

 
 The main claimant (now deceased) submitted: 



 
 correctly completed form WCA 5 (Application to modify the Definitive Map) where he 
 describes this route as a drovers road,  
 
 correctly completed form WCA 7 (confirming that the main claimant has served 
 notice on the owner/occupiers) where he states “Pentrebach link to Parish Road”,a 
 copy of an extract from an Ordnance Survey (OS) map with the claimed route 
 depicted by a bold black line, 10 correctly completed evidence forms, none 
 describing this specific route in detail, 9 showing a minimum of 20 years use (the 
 tenth claimant failed to answer this question); 7 claiming this route as a footpath (3 
 failed to complete this question); 8 gave evidence of use as a footpath and 2 as a 
 BOAT; all stated that the path is well-defined and that they consider it to be public; all 
 listed four interconnecting routes and stated that they recognised gates on these 
 routes, two on the Parish Road and one on the drovers road to the Parish Road. 
 These forms are copies of the forms submitted in evidence for Treharris 40 (also 
 before Councillors for determination) and Merthyr Vale 11 (to be presented to a 
 subsequent committee). 
 

The main claimant claimed this route as a bridleway. 
 

A number of the forms have been completed by one person but individual claimants 
have signed them. 

    
1.8  Land Ownership 
 
 The main claimant stated that he had notified 2 landowners, the owners of the 
 Abercanaid Estate and Dowlais Top Investment Company Ltd. Currently sections of 
 the route are owned by the Council, Henton Estate, Miller Argent (South Wales) Ltd, 
 Dowlais Top Investment Company Ltd and The Welsh Government.  
 
1.9  Maps 
  
 Depiction of a route on a map is evidence of a track/path, but NOT of any public 
 rights. 

 
 A very short section near the Duffryn Furnaces is depicted on the Merthyr Tydfil tithe 
 map; most of the route is depicted on the 1920s and 1960s  Ordnance Survey maps 
 and on the Rhondda & Merthyr Tydfil / Tudful 1:25,00 revision, 2005 Ordnance 
 Survey map. On these OS maps the route continues southward and does not turn 
 eastward to join Merthyr Vale 11. 

 
1.10 Aerial Photographs 
 
 Most of the route is depicted on a 1991 aerial photograph and the route on ones 
 dated 2008 and 2010. 

 
1.11 Books/journals/websites consulted 
 



 The line of the incline (part of the earlier industrial works) is depicted on a sketch 
 map in Historic Taf Valleys, Vol iii part 2 Social and Industrial History. 
 
1.12 Site Visits 

 
 MTCBC officers have walked the route and found that a section at the 
 commencement in the west has been diverted around the boundary of the Linde 
 factory (the new alignment is shown between Points B-C-D); the remainder of the 
 route is as described above. 
  

1.13 Government Records and Orders 
 
 Reference to the north-western section, adjacent to the Halla factory (now the Linde 
 factory) was made in consultations regarding a planning application by the Welsh 
 Development Agency in December 1995. The route was described as a claimed 
 bridleway and the rights of way department stated “The approximate line of a 
 claimed bridleway is shown coloured green crossing the site. This must be protected 
 at all times”. No objection to the planning application was made by the Highway 
 Authority subject to a number of conditions, including one which stated that no works 
 could commence until details regarding the claimed bridleway be agreed with the 
 Local Planning and Highway Authorities. Further discussions with the developers 
 and with the subsequent purchaser of the land demonstrate that the public rights 
 were accepted and agreement reached concerning provision of signs, landscaping, 
 kissing gates or similar if possible, to try and prevent motor cycle access. The 
 diversion of the route around the Halla factory boundary was confirmed in a Public 
 Path Diversion Order under s.257 Town and Country Planning Act1990; this section 
 is known as Public Right of Way, Bridleway Troedyrhiw 202. 

 
1.14 Observations from landowners and other interested parties 
 
 Current landowners were advised of this route in March 2011. 

 
 MTCBC Estates Department wrote that they have no objection to the revised route 
 (that is the diversion around the Linde factory). 

 
 Mr Richard Henton of Hentons Commercial, on behalf of the Abercanaid and 
 Pentrebach Estate acknowledged that the route followed a long established footpath 
 and that there has been realignment in the extreme western section. 

 
 On behalf of Miller Argent (South Wales) Ltd. Mr. Roger Leek of Leek & Weston Ltd 
 made a number of generic comments in relation to this route, Treharris 40 and 
 Merthyr Vale 11 (routes which are also before members for determination today). He 
 stated that the three claims had been made by one person and were all supported by 
 the same ten claimants. He also observed that “the content and wording of the ten 
 evidence forms replicate each other extremely closely and appear to a large extent 
 to have been copied from or based on the same original” although he recognized 
 that the claimed period and use of the routes varies. Mr. Leek also made comments 
 specific to each route and in relation to Troedyrhiw 115 stated that the section which 
 crosses his client’s land is rutted but cannot attribute this to any particular activity; he 
 suggests they may have been caused by motorcycles more than four-wheeled drive 



 vehicles and adds that a further southward route “appears to exhibit tracks more 
 characteristic of four-wheeled vehicles”. Both tracks however, continue as one track 
 which he recognizes as “more akin to a motorcycle track, bridleway, footpath or 
 sheep track” and puts forward the view that because of motorcycle activity in the 
 area, this is the most likely use. He continues, “Despite this evidence of recent use, 
 the lye of the land and surface features over the length in question do not rule out 
 the possibility of there being some historic use as a cart track or ancient parish road 
 as claimed. However, evidence from other sources would be needed to substantiaite 
 this”. He concluded this section of his comments by stating that his client would have 
 no objection to this route being designated as a footpath or bridleway but recognizes 
 that further evidence would be necessary for designation as a vehicular route. 

 
 Mr Leek cited sections 193(1), 193(1)(c) and 193(4) Law of Property Act 1925; 
 s.34(1) Road Traffic Act 1988; Bakewell Management Ltd v Brandwood and Others 
 2004 UKHL14 and Hanning v Top Deck Travel Ltd 1993 which govern the rights and 
 restrictions of use of common land by the public; particularly that it is still an offence 
 to drive a motor vehicle on common land without consent of the owners. He stated 
 that the public have the right of access on foot or horseback on any part of the urban 
 common and observes that the recording of public rights may actually be negative to 
 public use and serve to cause the public to believe that their rights only exist over the 
 designated tracks. 

 
 He adds that his client’s response at this time is in an informal one in response to an 
 informal consultation and he requests notification when the formal response is 
 required. 

 
 An Investigation Report into this route was distributed to all interested parties in 
 March 2011. This Report contained all of the information available to the Authority to 
 that date. 

 
 MTCBC Estates Department wrote that they recognize that the section of the route 
 within their ownership appears to be well used and that they have no objection to the 
 route as a footpath but would not support any vehicular rights. 

 
 After undertaking a site visit and having walked the claimed route, Mr. David Weston, 
 on behalf of Dowlais Top Investments (DTI) stated that he has searched DTI’s files 
 and records and is unable to find any record of original notification of the claim. He 
 therefore queries whether the requirement was complied with, and if so, whether the 
 notices were in the prescribed form. Mr. Weston further observes that although the 
 ten evidence forms refer to this specific route, claimants give the same evidence in 
 relation to all four claimed routes; he further details that all ten evidence forms are 
 deficient in some way and maintains that they are not correctly completed. Mr. 
 Weston states that it would be impossible to use the route as depicted in the 
 Investigation Report by motor vehicles or on horseback. In addition, Mr. Weston 
 wrote, 
 
 “It is quite clear that this is a sheep track formed by the livestock on the common and 
 the route identified by the claimant and his supporters is indistinguishable from the 
 numerous other tracks formed by livestock in this part or in deed in any other part of 
 the common”. 



 
 He maintains that the section from the start of the Mynydd Gilfach yr Encil 
 escarpment has definitely been formed by sheep “constantly walking around the 
 boundary fence with the adjoining in bye pasture”; it is far too narrow and steep to be 
 used as a public footpath “let alone on horseback” and finds “laughable” the 
 suggestion of use by motor vehicles. Mr. Weston conveys his clients’ reservations 
 about “statements made over 20 years ago by claimants and supporting witnesses 
 who can no longer be challenged on the accuracy of their claims”  and finally states “ 
 - the route is not useable and the claim should be rejected and it should be for the 
 public to submit a new claim for a right of way which can be properly examined and 
 judged on the evidence as exists at the present time”. 

 
 Mr. Roger Leek of Leek & Weston Ltd. requested that his clients’ (Miller Argent 
 [South Wales] Ltd) original comments of April 2011 and those of 17th June 2011 in 
 relation to Treharris 40 be maintained in relation to this route, Troedyrhiw 115, and 
 made additional observations on their behalf. He expressed serious concerns that 
 the claim for this and the other three linked routes were made 20 years ago but are 
 only now being considered by the Authority. He questions the reliance, validity and 
 thoroughness of the Investigation Report in light of the fact that claimants were only 
 consulted re Merthyr Vale 11 and that claimants have not subsequently 
 substantiated their evidence. He maintains “no ground exists to continue with the 
 consideration of this claim and, like the others, it should be dismissed accordingly”. 
 
 Mr. Leek also made comments specific to Troedyrhiw 115. He pointed out that the 
 route as described by the Council is unsuitable for public use and confirms this by 
 stating that having attempted to walk it, he found it extremely difficult to follow in 
 places. He further maintained that it follows an old tramway (to the long-abandoned 
 Troedyrhiw quarry) or agricultural tracks associated with the now demolished Gilfach 
 yr Encil Farm and thus not evidence of public use. The easterly section is only an 
 animal track adjacent to a fenceline; it is unlikely to have existed prior to the erection 
 of the fence and is described as “extremely hazardous and unadvisable to negotiate 
 on horseback”. Mr. Leek maintains that a further section of the route as described 
 and depicted by the Council “simply doesn’t exist” and concludes this section of his 
 argument by stating his client’s opinion that “even if a publicly used route ever 
 existed, the claimed route depicted by the Authority - is unlikely to be that route. 
 Given the array of unsubstantiated facts surrounding this claim, it is our client’s view 
 that the Authority should carry out further research before taking any decision on it. 
 The route depicted in the Investigation Report should certainly not be determined to 
 be a public right of way without being fully corroborated by evidence”.  
  
 Mr. Leek reiterates his client’s opinion that the Authority should not have referred to 
 the claimants’ forms as “correctly completed”; he considers their content 
 questionable and as no claimant has responded to the request for interview, the 
 “matter should be dropped and the claim declared derelict”. He adds that the route is 
 unsuitable for equestrian use – although claimed as such by the main claimant; this 
 reinforces his opinion that the route depicted by the Council is incorrect. 

 
 In relation to the aerial photographs, Mr. Leek maintains that only regular animal use 
 would create such paths and past surveys have shown that public use is far too low 
 to make such an impression on the grass sward. He states that the tithe map does 



 not depict the claimed route – a fact, he says, which further undermines the 
 Authority’s Report. Mr. Leek also points out that the (disused) incline on a sketch 
 map is not evidence of a public path. 
 
 Without prejudice Mr Leek and his clients accept the S.257 diversion around the 
 Linde Factory.  

 
1.15 Other Evidence In Relation To This Route 
 
 The section between Points E - F is a nationally recognised cycle route, the 
 Trevithick Trail. This section will be dealt with at a subsequent committee. 

 
 A section of this route between Point A – B is depicted as a bridleway  and labelled 
 “75” on a map drawn for a draft  survey of rights of way in 1979. The same depiction 
 and annotation occurs on the map drawn for a draft survey of rights of way in 1991. 
 A schedule accompanied this map and route “75” is described: 

 
 “75 B.R. Commences at gate in lane at rear of Chapel Street, Troedyrhiw and in 
 north westerly direction and proceeds along well defined track across flat ground 
 before turning slight incline to terminate at gate.”      

 
 The Authority’s public rights of way are now recorded on its Definitive Map and 
 Statement which are maintained by the Council and held at the Council offices in 
 Merthyr Tydfil where they are available for public consultation. The duty of recording 
 Public Rights of Way on a Definitive Map and Statement was introduced by the 
 National Parks and Access to the Countryside Act 1949 which also provided for the 
 survey of paths and the preparation of draft maps to which objections could be 
 made. This duty however was optional in London and all County Boroughs – of 
 which Merthyr Tydfil was one at that time. The period between 1950 and 1974 saw a 
 Definitive Map, a Review, a Draft, a Provisional Map and a further Review and Draft 
 Review published for the former County of Glamorgan.  Merthyr Tydfil however, was 
 a “blank” area on all of these documents although the maps depict public rights of 
 way within neighbouring Gelligaer Urban District Council. These routes (now in the 
 Caerphilly County Borough Council area) join some of the routes which were the 
 subject of the Trecatty Order 1975. The Local Government Act 1972 abolished 
 County Boroughs and reorganised some County Borough boundaries.  Merthyr Tydfil 
 was now within Mid Glamorgan County Council which was required to abandon and 
 restart any review for which no revised map had been published. A draft survey was 
 carried out and a Draft Map and Statement were drawn up for the (new) Merthyr 
 Tydfil Borough in 1979. A draft map and schedule of Public Rights of Way was also 
 drawn up for Merthyr Tydfil Borough Council in 1991 but it is not known whether a 
 draft statement was produced at this time. In 1991 the former Mid Glamorgan County 
 Council produced a “blank” Map for the Borough of Merthyr Tydfil and this was 
 followed by a Modified Definitive Map and Statement dated 15th December 1995.  
 This included all Public Rights of Way which had been in the Vaynor and Bedlinog 
 Wards (previously within Breconshire County Council and the Gelligaer Urban 
 District Council respectively) along with all Definitive Map Modification Orders 
 subsequent to 1991 which were incorporated into the Order dated 15th December 
 1995.  

 



This was one of four routes on interconnecting tracks on the ridge of Cefn Merthyr 
which were listed by claimants in June 1991. Claimants for another linked route, 
Bedlinog 77, also gave evidence of using sections of these four routes and they (and 
Bedlinog 77) can also be accessed by a further route. 

 

2.0 ASSESSMENT 
 
2.1 This assessment is to assist Councillors in determining the application before them 

today; an application to modify the Definitive Map and Statement by recording the 
routes known as Troedyrhiw 115, Troedyrhiw 203, Troedyrhiw 204 and Troedyrhiw 
205. 

 
2.2 Status 
 
 PRoW can be claimed as a Footpath, Bridleway, Restricted Byway or BOAT. 
 
2.3 Officers must investigate the claim at the highest status substantiated by the 
 evidence; the investigation could conclude that the route does not exist. 
 
2.4 User and historic evidence demonstrate use of these routes and historic  evidence 

exists that the routes are footpaths. 
 

3.0 PERIOD OF USE TO BE CONSIDERED  
 

3.1 in the absence of any challenge to the right of way in question, the normal period 
 looked at for the purpose of the establishment of the right of way for long user is 20 
 years prior to the date of the application itself. In this case Officers consider that it 
 would be the period between the 13th June 1971 and 12th June 1991. User evidence 
 exists for this period. 

 
3.2 Councillors will note from the report before them that the path has been enjoyed by 
 the public as of right and without interruption for a full period of twenty years and the 
 way deemed to have been dedicated as highway, as there is insufficient evidence 
 that there was no intention during that period to dedicate it. 
 
3.3 During the relevant period for consideration the route has been available for 
 public use. 
 

4.0 THE LINE OF THE ROUTE 
 
4.1 The route is discernible on the ground. 
 

5.0 HISTORICAL AND OTHER EVIDENCE 
 
5.1 The routes have been depicted on a number of cartographic sources. Depiction  of 
 these routes on the various maps as described in the body of this Report indicates 
 that the tracks/paths existed at that particular time; it is not indicative of public 
 rights on the  routes. It is, however, evidence of the existence of the tracks/paths and 
 the ways in which these claimed route links with other routes. 



6.0 USER EVIDENCE 
 
6.1 Councillors are requested to take into account user evidence as described 
 above. 
 

7.0 SUMMARY 

 
7.1 Councillors will note from the Report before them that the paths have been enjoyed 
 by the public as of right and without interruption for a full period of twenty years and 
 the ways deemed to have been dedicated as highways. There is insufficient 
 evidence that there was no intention during that period not to dedicate them. 
 
7.2 Officers have presented historic as well as user evidence for the existence of these 

routes. 
 
7.3 Officers consider that the evidence above establishes the existence of the rights now 

claimed, i.e., over the relevant period and at all material times before it.        
 
7.4 Taking all of the above into account and in conjunction with the historical evidence, 

the interviews with claimants, it is evident that a right of way does exist over these 
routes. 

 

7.5 It is concluded that on the balance of probabilities all the requirements of S. 31(1) 
and (2) Highways Act 1980 have been met for the route included on the application. 
It is considered that a presumption of dedication has arisen and that this 
presumption has not been rebutted by sufficient evidence of lack of intention to 
dedicate by the landowner of any part of the routes. Orders to modify the Definitive 
Map and Statement could therefore be made under S 53 (3)(b) Wildlife and 
Countryside Act 1981. 

 
7.6 Taking the above into account, Orders to modify the Definitive Map and  Statement 
 should therefore be made under S.53(3)(b) Wildlife and  Countryside Act 1981. 
 Officers are satisfied that the requirements of  S.53 (3)(b) have been met and that 
 the Public Rights of Way exist. 
 
7.7 Officers therefore recommend that footpaths be recorded in respect of these 
 routes. 
 

8.0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS  
 
8.1 Officer’s time is involved in investigating the routes and writing the report.  If 
 Councillor’s determine that the public rights of way exist, there will be a financial 
 implication in advertising the Orders and also for dealing with the Public Inquiry if  an 
Order is made and there is an objection to it. 
 
8.2 If an Order is confirmed, there will be a financial implication in that the routes will 
 need to be signed.  As Councillors are aware, financial implications are not to be 
 considered by the Committee when determining this application as the County 



Borough Council has a statutory duty to make an Order if it  believes that there is sufficient 
evidence to support it. 
 
 

9.0 EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT  
 
9.1 An Equality Impact Assessment has been prepared for the purpose of this  report and 
 no negative effects have been identified at this stage. 
 

10.0 RECOMMENDATION(S) that 
 
10.1 Taking into consideration all of the evidence which has been provided,  including 
 historical documents, Councillors are asked to confirm that: 
 
 In respect of Troedyrhiw 115 
 

(a) On the balance of probabilities there is sufficient evidence to support that the 
route marked with a bold black line between Points A – B on the plan, Troedyrhiw 
115, has been used for such period so as to raise presumption that it has been 
dedicated as a footpath, and that the evidence has not been rebutted by other 
evidence. 
 

(b) On confirming (a) above to approve the making of the Definitive Map Modification 
Order to show Troedyrhiw 115 as a footpath. 

 
(c) To approve the confirmation of the Definitive Map Modification Order made as a 

result of (b) above provided no objections or representations are made within the 
prescribed period or if any objections or representations so made are withdrawn. 

 
(d) If any objections or representations are made within the prescribed period and 

not subsequently withdrawn then to refer the relevant Order to the Planning 
Inspectorate for determination. 

 
 

 In respect of Troedyrhiw 203 
 

(a) On the balance of probabilities there is sufficient evidence to support that the 
route marked with a bold black line between Points D – E on the plan, Troedyrhiw 
115, has been used for such period so as to raise presumption that it has been 
dedicated as a footpath, and that the evidence has not been rebutted by other 
evidence. 
 

(b) On confirming (a) above to approve the making of the Definitive Map Modification 
Order to show Troedyrhiw 203 as a footpath. 

 
(c) To approve the confirmation of the Definitive Map Modification Order made as a 

result of (b) above provided no objections or representations are made within the 
prescribed period or if any objections or representations so made are withdrawn. 

 



(d) If any objections or representations are made within the prescribed period and 
not subsequently withdrawn then to refer the relevant Order to the Planning 
Inspectorate for determination 

 
 In respect of Troedyrhiw 205 
 

(a) On the balance of probabilities there is sufficient evidence to support that the 
route marked with a bold black line between Points F – G – H – I – J on the plan, 
Troedyrhiw 115, has been used for such period so as to raise presumption that it 
has been dedicated as a footpath, and that the evidence has not been rebutted 
by other evidence. 
 

(b) On confirming (a) above to approve the making of the Definitive Map Modification 
Order to show Troedyrhiw 205 as a footpath. 

 
(c) To approve the confirmation of the Definitive Map Modification Order made as a 

result of (b) above provided no objections or representations are made within the 
prescribed period or if any objections or representations so made are withdrawn. 

 
(d) If any objections or representations are made within the prescribed period and 

not subsequently withdrawn then to refer the relevant Order to the Planning 
Inspectorate for determination 

 
 

In respect of Troedyrhiw 204 
 

(a) On the balance of probabilities there is sufficient evidence to support that the 
route marked with a bold black line between Points  I - K on the plan, Troedyrhiw 
115, has been used for such period so as to raise presumption that it has been 
dedicated as a footpath, and that the evidence has not been rebutted by other 
evidence. 
 

(b) On confirming (a) above to approve the making of the Definitive Map Modification 
Order to show Troedyrhiw 204 as a footpath. 

 
(c) To approve the confirmation of the Definitive Map Modification Order made as a 

result of (b) above provided no objections or representations are made within the 
prescribed period or if any objections or representations so made are withdrawn. 

 
(d) If any objections or representations are made within the prescribed period and 

not subsequently withdrawn then to refer the relevant Order to the Planning 
Inspectorate for determination. 

 

 

 

 

ELLIS COOPER  

CORPORATE DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER SERVICES   
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